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Costs total more than $716k New U now
`The Winona
Experience'

B.J. Puttbrese

WINONAN
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Guster visits WSU
for annual spring
concert
See Guster, Page 3
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WSU Idol winner
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Creating the New University at
Winona State University has come
with a price tag totaling more than
$716,000 that has been kept secret
by university administrators.
After 18-months of university
officials refusing to disclose New
University expenses, Winona State
Comptroller Scott Ellinghuysen
released information April
19 detailing nine categories of New
University expenses for 2004 and
2005.
Department projects accounted
for the largest percentage of New
University expenditures at nearly
$300,000.
David Baum & Associates, a
company specializing in guiding
businesses and institutions through
large-scale changes and implementation, were paid $102,000 in 2004.
Baum has worked with AT&T,
IBM and Eastman Kodak, according

ning.
to his Web site.
Mediawerks, a Winona based
Winona State's New University
strategic marketing communications Web site tells all who ask the cost of
company, received $134,000 for the New U "To encourage all to think
creatively without imposing borders
"writing the plan."
New University Coordinator Carol — real or imagined — we are asking that

Danielle Schulz

New University Spending
Fiscal Year 04

Fiscal Year 05

Staff and Student Help Expenses
Books/Reading materials
Supplies
Employee Training
Department Projects
University Visits
Project Lead Coordinator;
David Baum & Associates
Mediawerks Communication;
Writing the plan
Consultants

$11,707.03
$3,595.50
$17,197.90
$2,851.63
$97,857
$32,483.52

$17 462.78

$47,500
$26,412.17

$86,500
$24,500

Total

$341,936.75

$375,000

Anderson and Academic Vice President Steve Richardson both refused
student reporters a listing of costs
associated with New University plan-

,

$18,829.51
$200,000
$27,707.71

$102,332

the discussion of costs occur after we
have generated and considered our
See New U, Page 3

WINONAN
Winona State University's New University
plan has been renamed The Winona Experience.
The official name was changed early last fall,
but continued to be referred to as the "New University" in order to decrease confusion about the
plan, Carol Anderson, director of the New University, said.
"The 'New University' won't be new forever,"
Anderson said.
The new name was chosen because it reflects
the experience that will be unique to Winona
State, Anderson said.
Anderson said the only problem with the new
name is that some Rochester students and faculty
do not feel they are recognized under The Winona
Experience name. However, Anderson said there
were few other names for the plan that captured
the overall idea.

See Page 3 for more New U coverage, including fall tuition costs

Guster, Carbon Leaf entertain 1,900 at WSU
Emily Finley
Laura Gossman

WINONAN

Sports
Softball wins Nothern
Sun conference title
See Softball, Page 8

Film Review —
See what film critic
Erik McClanahan
has to say this week
See Movies, Page 7

Several students may be
rethinking their actions after Friday night's Guster concert at
Winona State University's
McCown Gymansium.
Wihona police arrested seven
people during and after the concert, five of whom were Winona
State students, according to university Director of Security Don
Walski.
The arrests included: six
consumptions,
two
minor
legal
of the
obstructions
process, two trespassing
charges, one criminal damage to
property and one obstruction of
the legal process, Walski said.
One arrest resulted after a
group of concert attendees
Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN
tipped over a portable bathroom
Guster drummer Brian Rosenworcel played bongos with his bare hands for a
while a Winona State student majority of the 90-minute set Friday night.
was inside, Walski said.
"The student inside got a Joe Reed, student activities of problem — this year was no versity Planning and Activities
better or worse than any other Committee concert chair.
bump on the head and was later director, said.
Two security guards are also
"There
is
always
some
kind
year,"
said Kasey Kolberg, Unitransported by an ambulance,"

being investigated for working
at the concert while intoxicated,
Walski said.
"This has happened twice in
the past few years," he said.
"Those security guards were terminated."
However, Reed _Sam he
thought security did "a really
good job" keeping the crowd
under control.
"I didn't find a single bottle
of alcohol after the show," Reed
said. "Clean-up was really easy
this year."
Although the university. had
hoped to sell 3,500 tickets,
roughly 1,900 people attended
the concert, with opening acts
The Zambonis and Carbon Leaf.
The concert had a diverse
crowd, with 350 Guster fan club
members traveling from as far
as Arizona to attend the show.
"Guster hasn't toured in
awhile, so a lot of fans were
anxious to see the group perform live again," Reed said.
See Guster, Page 3

Bars set new dress code Summer construction schedule set
for Kryzsko, Howell improvements

Joanna Chinquist

WINONAN

Winona State University students
might have noticed a change at Brother's Bar. and Schyde's Drinks and Whatnot.
If they want to go downtown drinking or dancing at either bars, they might
need to change what they wear.
Both bars recently implemented
dress codes for customers. Schyde's
posted the code about one month ago in
hopes of lessening the number of fights
inside and outside the bar.
The dress code at Schyde's states: no
bandanas, do-rags or skull caps, no
sports jerseys after 8 p.m., pants need to
be pulled up, shirts must be buttoned
properly if there isn't an undershirt, no
chain piercings and all patrons must
wear foot coverings.
Brother's has a similar dress code.
Nathan Schott, one of Schyde's owners, said the dress code was implemented to help decrease the number of fights
caused largely by wearing different jerseys. Owners have thought about a dress
code since the bar opened in April 2002.
"A lot of people go home, change
and come back," Schott said. "It's to
keep everyone on the same page. I
mean, com'on, who wants to see someone's boxers?''

Besides having a dress code,
Schyde's has more bouncers now than
they did a month ago.
"We want to keep everything
kosher," Schott said. "It seems smoother
now. It comes down to respect."
Less than one block away, Bullseye
Beerhall does not have a dress code.
"It's ridiculous if Schyde's is putting
in a dress code," said Travis Dean,
Bullseye manager. "It's not like this is
Rochester (Minn.), it's Winona."
Dean said one reason Bullseye doesn't need a dress code is they don't have
the same problems that Brothers and
Schyde's do because they don't have a
dance floor.
"Girls can get away with wearing
nothing," Dean said. "(The dress code)
is reverse sexism."
Greg White, a Winona State student,
was rejected from Schyde's the night of
his birthday celebration April 7.
He said he was wearing a hockey jersey and was told by the bouncer that he
would not be allowed into the bar. White
feels the dress code is "over-blown."
"I understand to a ,point where the
owners are coming from," White said.
"I have no intention of returning to
Schyde's."
Brother's, along with Fortney Co.
which owns the bar, both refused to
comment.

Brooke Scheffen

WINONAN
Winona State University students
returning to campus for the 2005-06
academic school year will see the first
of numerous campus improvements.
Joe Reed, student union director,
said the $2.4 million construction of
Kryzsko Commons is scheduled to
-•'5t310,- •
begin in May or June.
Reed said the project should take
seven to eight months to complete.
Students should expect to see the outside shell complete when they return in
fall.
The interior work will be finished
during the fall semester. A grand opening will be held next January, Reed
said.
:kshety camperiwiNoNAN
Plans for this renovation include Media services and other student resources housed in Howell Hall
changes to the existing courtyard and are scheduled for remodeling during the summer months.
both levels of Kryzsko Commons.
The upper level of Kryzsko will see why we are adding the solarium," Mexican and Italian foods as a replacement for Blimpie Subs and Pizza Hut.
the addition of study areas, a confer- Reed said.
A new stage will be added for
The Smaug addition will also make
ence room, a private dining area and a
multi-purpose area overlooking the the current food service area larger as entertainment, speakers and lectures.
renovated Smaug, Reed said. He said a it expands onto the east patio and Reed wants to have tables and chairs
on the stage for extra seating in the
solarium will be built over the current lower level of the union,
Smaug
seating
will
increase
by
lower
level of the student union, but
east patio.
approximately
50
percent,
Reed
said.
remove
them when the stage is needed
"Our goal is to get as much light as
Students
can
expect
to
see
American,
for
entertainment
value.
possible into the building, which is
See Construction, Page 3
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Prof says students drink
less, study more than
students 25 years ago
Joanna Chinquist
WINONAN

As the class of 2005 is preparing
to graduate from Winona State University next week, it is important to
note just how different the university
and students are now compared to
25 years ago.
Adult Entry Counselor Dennis
Martin, formerly the director of institutional research, has worked for the
university since 1978.
Martin said in the last 27 years,
the university has nearly doubled in
population. There were only
4,747 students enrolled at the university when he arrived, but now there
are 8,100 students.
One of the major changes is that
25 years ago, the university admitted
students with ACT scores as low as
12, an equivalency of 14 today, Martin said.
Some students are admitted with
ACT scores as low as 15 currently,
Martin said, but only if they have a
high class rank. The university
revised the admission standards a
couple years ago, Martin said. Students now need an ACT score of at
least 18 and be in the upper half of
their graduating class to gain admittance to the university.
Martin said he thinks part of the
increase in higher quality students at
the university is attributed to better
education for students due to good
faculty hires, enhanced teaching and
better technology.
But what do some professors
think about students today verses
25 years ago?
Seymour Byman, history professor, has taught at Winona State for
35 years. He thinks overall students
are better today than they were when
he first arrived.
"Before,. the best students were at
St. Teresa's and St. Mary's (University), but now Winona has the best,"
Byman said. "For almost 20 years I
had 70 students in my lower level
courses, now I'm down to 30 students."
Byman said he attributes better
students at the university to higher
standards and to faculty being "more
superior."
Two things, Byman said, have
changed since he first started teach-
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ing 35 years ago: student activism
has lessened and "history is dumbeddown now."
John Vivian, mass communication professor at Winona State for
24 years, said he thinks students
drink less now. He thinks students
attending the university today are
more intelligent than when he first
arrived.
Vivian said he recently received a
letter from a former student he taught
nearly 20 years ago.
"He was bright but he didn't work
to his potential," Vivian said. "The
student said he had highly resented
academic challenge because it had
interfered with his drinking."
When Vivian first came to the
university, he was the only mass
communication professor and he
brought the department together.
"Students were academically
neglected," Vivian said. "When you
would go into KQAL, you'd almost
need to part the marijuana smoke. I
doubt anyone has tried to smoke
marijuana in the last 20 years there."
Students used to skip classes
more readily, Vivian said.
"Some students would be gone
for two to three weeks and then show
up again," Vivian said. "I very rarely
see that anymore."
Vivian said he has also seen an
increase in student activism, especially where economics are involved.
"We haven't seen this since the
70s," he said.
One other thing Vivian said he
noticed is that student senate has
become more active and "less like a
pig-pen."
"Students are more serious and
involved now," he said.
But it isn't just the students that
have changed, Martin said, the
biggest change is in the campus
itself.
In his time at the university,
streets that ran through campus were
removed and green space was put in.
A new library, Stark Hall, Kryzsko
Commons, the Science Laboratory
Center and the East Lake Apartments
were built. The university has also
purchased more land plots, including
Lourdes, Maria and Tau Halls. In
addition, many buildings have been
renovated.
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New U on fall tuition bill

New U

big, bold ideas for a "New" university. As ideas Senate concluded the majority of student body
are reviewed, the financial implications will be was against the tuition hike.
considered and discussed before the plan is
An assessment day survey conducted by unimoved forward. Take this opportunity to dream versity officials found more than 60 percent of
without constraint."
students agreed the New U presented "some benNew University expenses include; staffing, efits."
books/reading materials, supplies, employee
University officials have been vague in talking
training, department projects, university visits, about dollars associated with the New University
project coordination, Mediawerks Communica- plan.
tion writing the plan and consultation.
Richardson has refused Student Senators an
The envisioning taking place at Winona State, analysis of how the $2 million collected from
now being coined as the Winona Experience, has next year's tuition increase will be spent.
caused rifts between university administrators
He has claimed the numbers to be "too comand student leaders.
plex."
The Winona State Student Senate has been
It remains unclear how the tuition surcharge
forward with their complaints about the phased- collected for New University activities will be
in $1,000 surcharge students will bear in devel- spent.
oping and implementing the New U initiative.
— Ellinghuysen provided the documents 10 days
Two on-line votes conducted by the Student after the request was made by the Winonan.

Danielle Schulz

Anderson said it is important to note that not
every aspect of the New University will be paid for
with tuition.
Funding from grants, the government, and
Winona State students will find a new $125
charge on their fall tuition bill for the "New Uni- donations will be used for New University initiatives like the remodeling Maxwell, the new wellversity."
The increases will be $125 a semester for four ness center, and faculty development.
After the first year's $250 total increase, the
years, totaling a $1,000 after four years.
"There will be plenty of return for,the invest- "New University" will have raised $2 million.
"There will be no part of the university that will
ment," Carol Anderson, New University director,
go untouched," Vice President of Academic Affairs
said.
Amber Bakeberg, a Winona State junior, said, Steven Richardson said.
Approximately $500,000 of the $2 million will
"I thought it was $1,000 a semester, but $125 a
go toward increasing on-campus student jobs.
semester isn't bad at all."
The remainder of the money will be used for
think that it will be well worth the extra
New
University initiatives such as the MY WSU
money," Bakeberg said.
portal.
MY WSU will provide students with a perMany other colleges are asking for a tuition
sonalized
one-stop Web page that will have everyincrease equal to Winona State's without improvthing
from
their university e-mail account to their
ing anything, Anderson said.
class
schedule
available in one spot.
"We are going to get a lot for it," Erin Colby, a
Funding
will
also be used to increase student
Winona State senior, said. "Tuition is going to
internships,
travel
study programs, and new preincrease anyway, why not get more for your
senters for the Lyceum Series.
money?"
Ryan Faber, a Winona State junior, said he has
However, not all students agree.
Zoe Bucksa, a Winona State junior, said she supported the New University from the beginning.
"Anything that they can do to make our degrees
thinks that administration needs to inform students
about the benefits so that students are more knowl- more valuable is going to benefit the students,"
Faber said.
edgeable and at ease with the increase.
WINONAN

Construction

Continued from Page 1

"This will be a change from how we do things
now;" he said.
An added outdoor plaza will also serve as a
stage.
"We can use the outdoor plaza for concerts,
speakers and other entertainment values," Reed
said. "When it's not being used, students can
utilize its space as a hang-out."
Reed said there will be a new entrance to
increase handicap accessibly.
In addition to Kryzsko Commons, Howell
Hall, home to media services, the disability
resource center, student support and media services, will also see changes. However, the
remodeling of the building will most likely not
take place until summer 2006, when Pasteur
Hall renovations will be close to completion,
Jim Schmidt, vice president of university
advancement, said.
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Guster rocks WSU .

Continued from Page 1

• •

Guster

Memorial Hall will also undergo changes this
summer. The building's walls will be redone and
lockers, heating and air conditioning ventilation
will be replaced.

1

1 51 E 3rd st
Winona, MN 55987
507.454.4494
www.rascalslive.com
Thursday 4/28 - WAKE,
Wonder Creek - Rock and
' blues rock in one show.
RIYL: Foo Fighters, Jane's
Addiction, lonesome boys

Continued from Page 1

Guster recently finished recording their fifth
US release, their first with a fourth band member.
On an almost entirely college tour, Guster guitarist and singer Adam Gardner said college tours
are a great way to test out new songs.
"Our new record has a pretty different sound,
especially with the addition of our new band
member Joe," Gardner said. "Adding a group
member lets us add in new sounds like banjo
instead of just acoustic guitar all the time."
"Guster seemed really fun. They stuck around
to play whiffle ball with some of The Zambonis
after the show in the gym," Kolberg said. "They
were a pretty nice, laid back group."
Guster is continuing their concert tour April
26 at North Iowa Area Community College in
Mason City, Iowa and April 27 at. Lawrence UniverSity in Appleton, Wis.

Friday 4/29 - Moondawg's
Red Night
- Saturday 4/30 - PACO
Friday 5/6 - FELONIOUS
BOSCH, opening - Northwoods
Saturday 5/7 - WHITE IRON
BAND

Sunday 5/8 - RENEE AUSTIN
, (also, it's an Alexis "Lexi"
(age of 6 fights cistic fibrosis) benefit). NON-SMOKING
NIGHT!!
ticket presale for Renee
Austin is open now - at
Rascals, Bluff County Coop,
• - Blue Heron Coffee House

•

1

Best of luck
to all 2005
graduates
from the
WINONAN
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Guster singer and guitarist Ryan Miller played for an enthusiastic crowd Friday
night at Winona State University's McCown Gymnasium.
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`I [heart] my penis' doesn't get same reaction
or some reason, I get the
feeling that if I were to
wear a "I [heart] my penis"
button on campus, it wouldn't get
the same reaction as the women
who wear "I [heart] my vagina"
buttons.
The one thing that's always
disappointed me about this campus is that there is no difference
of opinion on most issues and this
is one of them.
Every time someone raises an
opinion that isn't popular, that
person is practically lynched.
I hate to use Tamara Berg as an
example because I do honestly
feel that what she has taught
women—that they can be
assertive and do anything a man
can do—is good.
But there's a double standard.
I was raised in a household
where both my sister and I knew

F

feminism and women's studies is
to change years of "penile"
oppression and to invoke new
thoughts and open discussions,
but men aren't the enemy.
There are days when I could
make a valid argument for a hostile learning environment.
I won't, but if I wanted to, I
could.
Every time I see a clothesline
project
or pink flags, I feel like
Adam Crowson
all men are being told that they're
EDITOR IN CHIEF
evil.
Now, I don't know that there
we could do anything we wanted
is a man on this campus who
and there was never anything my
would walk around wearing a "I
sister couldn't do just because she
[heart] my penis" button because
was a girl. But I feel like around
it's my opinion that most men
here there is stuff I can't do just
know there would be some consebecause I'm a man—and everyquences for even daring to ruffle a
one is too wrapped up with politifeminists' feathers.
cal correctness.
The feminists would scream
I understand that the point of
bloody murder and have sexual

harrassment cases drawn up.
Aside from the dirty looks
we'd get, the entire act of wearing
a button to prove some point
sounds immature, too.
But if that's the animosity a
man might face by wearing such a
button, why is it that no one bats
an eye at women who wear a button like that?
Now it's not my intent to group
every feminist on campus into this
boat. I know there are many who
maybe understand my argument
and can sympathize with me, but
there are others who blindly follow what their leaders say without
ever questioning it.
I'm only playing the devil's
advocate.
While I don't like the fact that I
can't always express myself, I
think the button belongs here
much more than at Winona Senior

Editor's Note: This column is
run as it was submitted. It is not
edited.
This past year, the National Big
Brothers Big Sisters program
reached 100 years, while Big
Brothers Big Sisters Winona made
its 100th match.
Winona's Big Brothers Big Sister's chapter has been serving the
community for 6 years. In 2003, it
had 60 matches compared to
today's 110.
Winona State University students make up approximately 70%
of the total volunteers.
There are two major BBBS programs: community and school
based. BBBS Winona participates
in both. They have about 110 Bigs
participating in community and
school based volunteering.
We had the privilege of interviewing Sarah Goberville, a senior
at WSU. Despite her busy 36 hour
a week work schedule, 17 credits
on top of her volunteering, club
officer position, and internship,
she still manages time to volunteer
as a Big for her 12 year old Little.
"I have been a Big for a couple
of years. I've always wanted to be
a part of the program, and I had

seen first hand how my cousin was
positively influenced by a Big
Brother."
For the past two years, Sarah
has committed her time to her Little: "My Little Brother and I have
really great conversations. We go
rollerblading, watch cartoons, play
board games, go for walks, and eat
ice cream." Sarah also stated that
she plans to continue mentoring
until she graduates, and maybe
later on down the line, she may
"rejoin" the program.
Emily Jacobson is a senior at
WSU. She became a Big for
BBBS and believes everyone
should have this experience: "My
father participated in the BBBS
program when he was in college,
along with other family friends.
It's only two hours a week and it is
a big deal for these kids to have a
positive role model in their lives."
BBBS of Winona would like to
thank volunteers like Sarah and
Emily. "As one of WSU's Alumni,
it makes me proud to know that we
are helping students fulfill WSU's
mission statement 'A community
of learners dedicated to improving
our world.' WSU students are
improving the world by bettering
the lives of children and their
futures day by day," comments
BBBS director Jamie Groth.

Reach Adam Crowson at
Winonan winona.edu

Rich with experience

Making a 'big' difference
By Tiffany Emery and
Amanda Woodard

'High School.
I would think that most college
kids are mature enough to respect
other people's difference of opinion—but when you only read
snippets of editorials and let yourself get mad over a paragraph
here and there, because it disagrees with your opinion, maybe
you should try reading the entire
message.
All I'm trying to say is respect
is a two way street and you don't
get respect by using shock value
or upsetting people, who really
could help you.
I see what you're trying to do
and I respect it...I just don't agree
with the way in which some go
about doing it.

BBBS is always in need of new
mentors. Right now, there are still
children in the area waiting to get a
Big. Their biggest need is for more
male volunteers. As a Big Brother
or Big Sister, you are required to
commit 2-3 hours a week for at
least one year. Many WSU students have even gone beyond the
one-year commitment, which is
'very commendable.
If you are reading this and
thinking that you would not be
able to commit enough time, you
can still volunteer in an event or
fundraiser for the organization.
Coming up soon there will be a
great opportunity to do so. Members of the Winona community
will be invited to participate in
Bowl for Kid's Sake. Teams of
five bowlers collect $100 worth of
pledges and then bowl on April 9th
and 10th, 2005. This is their largest
fundraising event and 100% of the
money raised stays in Winona
County to support BBBS. Our
chapter's goal is to recruit 75
teams. With these bowlers and
sponsors, they will aim to raise
$50,000.
If you are interested in more
information about BBBS, or how
you can get involved, you can visit
their website, www.bbbswinona.
org or call 452-BBBS (2227).

hrough my training
as next year's Editor-In-Chief, I have
learned more from the
seniors here at the Winonan
than I have in any of my
classes to date.
I would have never
thought so much time and
effort goes into a publication, and I was astounded
by the amount of work
these students take on each
and every week, with amazing poise.
I have listened to Adam's
horrifying tales of squeakywheel community members and
students raising Cain because
of an article or letter to the editor that we either did, or didn't,
run and how to handle the ensuing situation tactfully.
I have watched Emily juggle
the endless work of PR campaigns as well as edit her news
pages—without a single complaint.
I have learned the intricacies
of layout from Matt, who balances his time between the
Daily News and the Winonan.
I hope to grow as a writer as
well as a leader during these
next two years as Editor-InChief of the Winonan. With a

T

Kate Weber
EDITORIAL INTERN

new design for the Winonan
coming in the Fall and a brand
new headquarters to work from,
I feel we, as students, are headed for some great changes in the
future. You can expect some
surprises along the way, and I
will be ready to field any questions or complaints due to these
steps forward for our paper.
Thanks to the experienced
staff I have been trained under, I
am more than excited about the
new year and am ready to grow
the thick-skin that I will most
definitely need in the near
future. Winona: I am ready for
the task at hand and am willing
to give it my all. Bring it on!
Reach Kate Weber at keweber1891@webmail.winona.edu .

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We invite readers and
Winonan staff members
to share their opinions in
these columns.
The opinions of this
newspaper do not reflect
those of the MnSCU system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff
or student body. Any
questions or comments
should be directed to the
Winonan publication
board, editorial board,
managing editor or
submitted as letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
must be 250 words or
less and received by the
Sunday preceding our
Wednesday publication
dates. Include your full
name, major, year in
school and telephone
number, for publication.
Letters from faculty
members must include
full name, title Or department and phone number.
Letters from community members must
include full name,
address and phone
number. We do not run
anonymous letters.
The Winonan edits
for space and relevance
when necessary. The
. Winonan doesn't edit for
spelling, grammar or
factual errors and we
reject ads and letters to
the editor deemed inappropriate. All letters
should comply with university policies.
Letters may be sent
via e-mail to Winonan
@winona.edu with
"letter to editor" as the
subject line. They can
also be faxed to 4575317 or delivered to the
Winonan office in
Kryzsko Commons.

Statistics Do Not Match Up
As an alumnus of Winona State
University, I felt compelled to
respond to Erik Burns' hideous
column in the April 20th issue of
the Winonan.
There are several points that
Burns makes that cry our for a
reasoned reply. For example, his
statement that "....those people
who think some are wrongly convicted, DNA is 99.9% accurate".
To begin, where did Burns get
his statistic? Since he provides no
documentation readers are given
no opportunity to check the veracity of the figure, or to know if
Burns simply made it up. Personally, I suspect the latter is the case.
Furthermore, Burns may find it
interesting to know that at least
117 people who were on death
row in this country have been
exonerated to date. (Minnesota
Law and Politics April/May,
2005, p. 25.) One hundred and
seventeen people who would have
been put to death if people like
Erik Burns had their way.
However, the most disgusting
part of Burns column is the statement that "[in Winona] a mother
and her daughter were killed by an
ex-lover." As of the date Burns'
column was published, no one had
been formerly indicted for this
crime much less tried and convicted. The Winona Daily News (not
exactly an example of the supposed "liberal media") has stated
they will not try the subject Burns
refers to in the press. It is unfortunate that Burns has not developed
the same standard of journalist
ethics, or that the Winonan does
not insist on such ethics.

Adam Crowson, Editor-in-Chief

Dean A. Lanz
Attorney at Law
WSU Class of 1990
Burns' Research is Lacking
While I respect Mr. Burns'
opinion on the issue of abduction,
I do not respect his abilities at
research. Mr. Burns places figures
of child abductions at extremely
high rates by stating that, "Every
day, thousands of children are
abducted..."
The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has
released two studies which
address the issue of the numbers
of missing children, The National
Incidence Studies of Missing,
Abducted, Runaway, and Throwaway Children (NISMART-1,
1990, NISMART-2, 2002)
(www.missingkids.com).
The NISMART-2 quotes the
number of missing children at
797,500, which would sync up
with your "thousands of children
are abducted" statement (minimum 2000/day x 365 days =
730,000). The study says that
203,900 children are abducted by
family members, while 58,200
were abducted by non-family
members, with an additional 115
being abducted for long periods of
time by non-family members.
This leaves us with 262,015
children being abducted, roughly
1/3 of your estimate.
Child Find of America also
reports larger numbers by putting
"Everyday in America, 2,300 children are reported missing" in big
letters on their front page. Further
investigation finds that most of
these are runaways.
Ideally, it should be the
reporters' job to do more than just
.

report these surface statistics, a
little more digging will build a
better case. I am in no way
defending these child abductors
and molesters that Mr. Burns so
despises, but I am questioning his
ability to research.
As a reporter, you should be
ashamed of yourself. Pick up an
issue of Skeptical Enquirer Or the
book Media Mythmakers by Benjamin Radford and do yourself a
favor.

something that is earned, not
given and I truly believe Representative Sviggum did not earn
nor deserve our respect, but yet
we still gave it to him to show that
we could rise above him as students. "Respect goes both ways"
if you want respect you have to
show respect.

Hall Room 300 if you decide to'
give T'ai Chi a chance.
Dr. Bruce Wilkinson
Professor Emeritus
1998 Winona State
Job well done, Winonan staff

We would like to congratulate
you on the quality of the
Sheila Finley
Winonan.
We have subscribed for three
Winona State Senior
Social Work
years, and have seen improvements in that time.
T'ai Chi Good for Health
We are impressed with the
Ben Witts
Psychology
Many of your readers may quality reporting, the diversity of
have watched people float local and national news, and of
Senior
through T'ai Chi as though swim- course, the Op Ed page.
Respect Goes Both Ways
ming thru the air and remarked
As parents of one of your staff,
On April 4th, 2005 my social with interest, "I have got to try we have at times needed to adjust
our thinking to see the prospective
work class made a visit to the that someday."
Here is your chance to learn from a younger viewpoint.
capitol for Social Work Day at the
Capitol. We were able to visit the T'ai Chi in five weeks from 7:30We have also had the opportuSpeaker of the House, Represen- 9:30 a.m. Monday through Friday. nity to cringe, to laugh, and at
tative Steve Sviggum. From this I will offer 25 additional optional times cry.
visit we all learned a very valu- (open to all free) hours at 12:00
But most importantly, we have
beginning on June 5 in Memorial watched the Winonan staff grow
able lesson in respect.
Respect is something we have Hall Room 300 at 7:30a.m. You and mature as ethical and profesall been taught since grade school can attend 75 hours and I will bet sional journalists.
and something we use everyday. that at least 1/2 of the class will
Congratulations on your year
However, we found as being one have a gift from China that will of producing a quality newspaper
of Representative Sviggum con- last a lifetime. •
of which each of you on this staff
The Chinese promise better can be very proud.
stituents we were not treated with
To the editor-in chief, way to
a fair amount of respect. Repre- health. My wife Bahieh and I have
sentative Sviggum did not like been daily players for 25 years go Adam! • You did good!
what we had to say on the recent with no flu and fewer colds. They
raises in college tuition and in turn also claim they live longer. We
Randy and Marcia Kahl
he made it known to us he did not have to objectively prove both
Parents
want to listen to what we had to these claims that the Chinese have
Chatfield, Minn.
say. We held our ground and con- verified subjectively hundreds of
tinued to make ourselves heard in thousands of times. We, in the
From the Editor
west, desire scientific numbers
a respectful manner.
I want to thank the readers for
It is Representative Sviggum's and hard proof of a significant all of their submissions. We like to
hear all points of view.
duty to listen to the people and benefit from T'ai Chi.
Begin now enroll on linein a
show respect whether he agrees
with them or not. The citizens of new course entitled "T'ai Chi for
Sincerely,
the state of Minnesota have the wholistic health" HERS 490. See
Adam Ciowson
right to be heard. Respect is you at 7:30 June 5th in Memorial

Winonan@winona.edu

(507) 457-5119
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Et Cetera
BCAA holds first-ever WSU Idol
Julie Welscher
WINONAN

More than a dozen students showed
off their talents at the first Winona State
Idol, but only one of them walked away
with the title.
.Freshman Tyler Lueck was named
the first Winona State Idol after singing
and playing the guitar to songs he wrote
over the past year.
Lueck's first performance was a
song called "You're Gone Now" and the
second was "Ballad of an American
Man."
His touching lyrics and voice had the
audience clapping and cheering at the
end of each performance.
Lueck said he dedicated the last year
to writing twelve songs and chose, the
songs for the competition because
everyone could relate to them.
"Ballad of an American Man" was
influenced by Lueck's uncle who is currently serving in Iraq and had to leave
his wife and three children behind.
"The people in Iraq deserve our support," he said.
Lueck said he writes songs that have
meaning
to everyone and it's his way of
Matt Kasper/Winonan
conveying
information and feelings to
Freshman Tyler Lueck plays a song he wrote for last week's first
others.
WSU Idol competition. Judges declared him the winner for his touchJudge Maudie Williams, an elemening lyrics and memorable performance. Lueck was one of more than
tary
education professor, said that his
twelve students who participated in the event.

first performance consisted of "great
lyrics" and ``smooth musical notes."
The other judges, football coach and
physical education professor Matt Entz
and Winona Senior High choir director
Bruce Ramsdell agreed with Williams
and also mentioned that it was a very
intimate song.
The audience was also privileged to
hear music sung by Christine Tollison,
who was awarded with the first runner
up for the competition.
Tollison's strong voice, flawless performance and audience interaction
made her stand out from the rest.
She was very confident and enthusiastic during both songs, and the judges
said it was unique how she was intimate
with the audience.
Judge Williams described her performance as "a very warm presentation."
Tollison said she is planning to send
in an audition tape to the Army Field
Band.
She has also sung at a Minnesota
Twin's game and will hopefully do that
again in the future.
The judges and audience also
enjoyed the performance by the second
runners up, Megan Witucki and Jodi
Anderson, who also wrote their own
music and lyrics.
The two sang and played their guitars to "The Ocean" and "Follow My

Heart," both touching songs that focus
on relationships in life.
Witucki said, "Follow My Heart is a
song about any relationship where the
individuals feel they really need to be
with one another and everything else in
life seems less important."
Witucki and Anderson have a CD
called "Anything for This" and are currently working on a second
They have played at coffee houses in
Winona, but said they wanted to branch
out to other places sometime in the
future.
The two have only been playing
together for about a year, but no one in
the audience would have been able to
tell because of the compatibility they
had during both performances.
Judge Ramsdell commented on how
Witucki and Anderson were a "good
blend" that made their music very
enjoyable to listen to.
The Winona State Idol was somewhat different than the American Idol
that has become popular on television.
The contestants could perform by
dancing and doing comedy shows, not
being limited to only singing.
Freshman Steve Robinson's Michael
Jackson dance and ice breaker with the
audience had everyone in an uproar.
Robinson made it into the final five,
See Idol, Page 6

WSU Greens Local band debuts album Author
host speaker
speaks about
journeys
around U.S.

Mae Schultz
WINONAN

Last Thursday the WSU Greens hosted a
speaker who used her experiences in Cuba to
show what she views as the evils of the U. S.
embargo on Cuba.
The speaker, Audrey Thayer was from Witness
for Peace which is a grass roots organization that
works for human rights, peace and justice through
travel to different countries.
Thayer, 53, who also works for the Minnesota
ACLU, started her discussion by providing the
audience with some of her background. She
shared that she is half American Indian and half
German. She also said that she was an activist
starting when she was 18-years-old.
Thayer provided the audience with pictures of
Cuba and many interesting details that Americans
might find surprising.
She said of when she arrived in Cuba, "I realized I was home."
Forty-five other Americans also traveled to
Cuba with Thayer.
She said that the Cuban government is run by a
national assembly which is comprised of 609
members who are each chosen from his or her village. She also said that each village sends two
members to the national assembly and that the
national leader is chosen from the members of the
assembly.
This piece of information contradicts what
most Americans tend to believe: that Fidel Castro
is a dictator.
Nick Teff, a member of the WSU Greens,
which has 15 members, said, wasn't sure how
Castro was put into office. That was interesting to
learn."
Thayer also said that when Cuba has an election, the children are assigned to watch the ballot
boxes because they are the most innocent of the
people and will keep it the most honest. •
"I was very impressed with how they did that,"
Thayer said of their election process.
Thayer also praised the system of socialism
that Cuba uses. She talked about the use of cooperative farming, and food rations. "They said no
one ever 'starves there," she said.
She said, "The wealthiest can't make more
than five times what the poorest person makes."
Thayer also showed pictures of spectacular
scenery around Cuba. "I cried, I balled out there
because it was so beautiful," she said.
Teff said, "We usually only get one side of the
story. This was an opportunity to get the other
side, so it (the event) is important."
Thayer ended the event by urging the audience
to action. "What I hope every one of you will do
is write your legislature to lift the blockade," she
said.
"When you leave this country, you will see a
different way of life. Go away for a while and
come back. It changes your perspective," she. said.
The relatively low attendance at the event, less
than 20 people, disappointed some. •
Winona State senior Ben Nelson said, "I wish
there was more people here, I think it is something
people should know about."
Nelson said of the information Thayer provided, "1 thought it was a little eye opening."
Schultz
Mae
reporter
Contact
LMSchult5007@webmail.winona.edu .

at

Heather Stanek
WINONAN
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The local band MoonDawg is working out all the kinks to debut it's first full-length CD
at the end of May. The band recorded the CD at McLooney Tunes in Winona. The band
will be playing Friday night at Rascal's Bar.

Will Maravelas
WINONAN

The members of a local band
called MoonDawg will tell you
that putting together an album
isn't easy, but when sitting down
with the group one can see they
still enjoy each other's company
and love what they do.
The band, featuring Winona
State University alumnus Brian
Crigler on guitar and vocals,
Winona State music and business student Rory Harding on
drums, Winona residents Tim
Trouten and Scott Lochner on
guitar and bass, will be debuting
its first full-length album at the
end of May.
"The album is basically
done," Crigler said. "We are just
getting artwork for it taken care
of."
The album will feature five
studio tracks, and seven live
tracks that were recorded at Rascal's Bar in Winona on March 1,
Crigler said.
The studio tracks were
recorded at McLooney Tunes in
Winona in February.
The studio is managed by
Tom Moncreff and Annie
McLoon.
Both have significant recording backgrounds. Moncreff has
25 years of experience in Los
Angeles and McLoon has
worked with recording artist
Fleetwood Mac.
Scott Lochner said recording
"was a blast" and noted the com-

fortable atmosphere of the studio.
Moncreff and McLoon even
baked the group blueberry
muffins, Crigler said.
Lochner said, "The studio is a
house converted into a studio.
The top floor has been gutted
and sound proofed. All the
wiring runs through the house."
MoonDawg played their
instruments on the third floor of
the house, while Moncreff and
McLoon recorded the album in
the basement.
Trouten said it was different
to play his instrument only
through a pair of headphones,
since all the amplifiers were in
the basement, with the exception
of Harding's drum set.
Lochner said he loved recording so much the group would
probably still be there if it wasn't
so expensive.
Harding said MoonDawg
chose songs that would show the
variety of music that the band
was capable of writing.
The group recently played an
Earth Day concert at Winona
State and will be playing all over
the Winona area in the next couple of weeks.
Harding said although the
member's musical influences
vary significantly from jazz to
jam bands, together they
"clicked musically."
Crigler said the group came
together by coincidence. Crigler
asked Harding and Lochner to
play a show with him before the

band formed and joked that they
have been following him around
ever since. Trouten joined after a
former member of the band
moved to the Twin Cities to pursue other ventures.
The band, which has been
around for two and half years,
has been playing and recording
whenever they can find the time.
MoonDawg currently plays
three to four hour sets with only
a few covers so when it comes to
recording they had a lot of mater
rial to choose from
The album will feature just
under an hour of original music
for $12 a copy.
Trouten said the group wanted to record the album just to get
music out there for their fan
base.
Trouten said their fan base
ranges from "hippies, Nascar
fans, and housewives."
This is an experiment to
make people say 'this band
sucks,"' Trouten said, jokingly.
"And to see if people will still
buy it."
The group said they hope
people will support local
music— not just them -- and not
burn the CDs because they were
expensive to make.
"Spread the MoonDawg
love," Harding said.
Their next show is Friday;
April 29, at Rascal's Bar located
at 151 E. Third St.
Patrons must be 21 or older to
attend.
•

The John S. Lucas Great River Reading Series
at Winona State University ended last Thursday
with a speech by an entertaining, popular non-fiction writer.
Almost 130 students, faculty and community
members crowded the Maxwell Leadership Center to hear a reading by William Least HeatMoon, author of several travel books.
Heat-Moon told the audience humorous and
captivating stories about his journeys around
America, particularly in the Midwest.
He drew chuckles and applause from the audience when he revealed his encounters with people
in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Heat-Moon described the rumors he had heard
about Midwestern residents.
Most people in the United States think citizens
in Minnesota and Wisconsin don't have a sense of
humor, which is wrong, he said.
"Anyone who'd go on TV with a Styrofoam
piece of cheese on their head (has) a sense of
humor," he said.
The comment drew numerous chuckles and
nods in agreement.
Heat-Moon also spoke about Minnesota
"lingo" and accents, a topic the audience found
amusing.
He announced that he is learning the language
and is pleased to have "gotten this one down:
okay then."
Heat-Moon also related a conversation in Minnesota and Southern accents, a dialogue that had
audience members smiling and giggling.
Another comment that drew nods from the
audience was Heat-Moon's discussion about
Minnesota food and why the state vegetable
should be "a deep fried pickle on a stick."
Besides memorable, entertaining stories, HeatMoon also explained his experience with writing
and how he got his name.
He said his family has Osage lineage and the
name Least Heat-Moon comes from that ancestry.
Heat-Moon chose his name after he went on a
vision quest, a Native American practice, as a
boy.
He said he spent 24 hours in the Ozark Mountains with only a sleeping bag and a few camping
supplies.
The first hour was frightening in the dark but
he managed to get through the night, Heat-Moon
said.
He added that vision quests were done by
males and females, and that they helped individuals identify with some force in nature.
Heat-Moon also discussed his books and how
he uses his Anglo-given name, William Trogden,
to record his experiences.
Heat-Moon said when he writes for books, he
often goes by William Trogden in order to keep
anonymity.
He said once people know he is a published
author, he tends to "get fed stories."
,

See Travel, Page 5
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Survey results say women
want sex more than men
Julie Welscher
WINONAN

Traditionally, men have been stereotyped as wanting sex and women as longing for love, but a recent study at Winona
State University has shown that this is no
longer the case.
Professor Drake Hokanson's News
Gathering class surveyed students and
found that slightly over half of both males
and females think it's OK to have sex
with someone when in a committed relationship.
Unlike the traditional stereotype,
60 percent of females and 51 percent of
males that were surveyed believe it is OK
to have sex in a committed relationship.
Junior accounting student Amy
Kunkel said that these results were very
surprising and thought the number of

males would be higher than the females.
"Stereotypically, girls have more feelings about marriage and it seems more
important to them," said Kunkel.
Only two percent of females and seven
percent of males said it's okay to have sex
with anyone, and 19 percent of females
and 12 percent of males said sex is okay
only after marriage.
Nineteen percent of females and
27 percent of males said that it's OK to
have sex with someone when in a casual
relationship.
According to the 1995 National College Health Risk Behavior Survey,
45 percent of males and 60 percent of
females think people should be in love if
they have sex.
The Winona State survey showed that
both male and female students were only
in love with one of the partners they had

Improv theater group gets
ready for grand finale
Meggan Massie
WINONAN

sex with.
Along with these surprising numbers,
the average age for virginity loss for both
males and females was the same at 17.
A national study done by the Allan
Guthmacher Institute found the average
age for males and females to lose their
virginity was 18.
Compared to these statistics, Winona
State students may be losing their virginity slightly earlier than others in the
nation.
The study also found that the majority
of the students surveyed think their parents' relationship is a good model for
them
Even with the number of broken
homes rising in the United States, 72 percent of females and 75 percent of males
think their parents' relationship is positive and a good model.

What do space pandas, choo-choo
trains and "Whipped Cream and
Syphilis" have in common? Well, for
the average person hopefully nothing, but if you are a member of
Winona State University's campus
improv theatre group, WIT, it all
makes sense.
Similar to Second City of Chicago
and Whose Line is it Anyway, WIT is
an improvisational comedy showcase
run by the university theater club,
the Wenonah Players. WIT invades
the Art Tye Lounge every Wednesday
night at 9 pm.
To end their season, WIT's cocoordinators, senior theater major
Nathan Wagner and junior theater
major Gregory Jennings, are preparing a grand finale.
Jennings said they will be extending the usual running time of one
hour in order to accommodate two
new musical numbers in addition to
the normal gamut of improv games.
He said their song performances are
usually parodies of popular songs
with the occasional original composition, the most successful of which
was the recent duet entitled,
"Whipped Cream and Syphilis."
"Every week is new as the games
and participants are constantly in
rotation," Jennings said. Audience
participation is encouraged but not
required.
According to Jennings the quality
of the program is always partially
Contact Meggan Massie at
dependent upon the audience and
MMMassie4487@webmail.winona.e
their enthusiasm.
"Our goal is to show everyone a du.
good time and provide another
Wednesday night activity besides
.

Out with the old, in with the new
zip you by the bars during closing time.
The most dateable people are the ones
throwing themselves in front of oncoming traffic or sniffing the concrete
because they tripped over their third leg.
Option 2: You need to get a fake ID or
get on Winona Face Book to find who the
local bouncers are and get to know them
fast. Gabby's back bar is the perfect place
to be day in and day out this summer. I
promise you'll find your future spouse
there.
Option 3: Purchase a pound of Zaza's
Letter to Jamie
famous wings, a good board game
(preferably Hungry Hungry Hippos), and
Dear Jamie,
camp out at Hardee's around 1 a.m.
Lately, you have been giving a lot of where you can see your future lover at his
advice about how to 'fleet people at the or her best.
bars and what lines to say — or not say.
Option 4: Go to Wally World. And for
I'm underage, so I can't pick up anyone at you numbskulls out there, that's Walthe bars. What advice do you have for Mart. It's open 24 hours a day and usualTop ten things not to say on your someone that wants to pick someone up ly the 85-year-olds cleaning the urinals
first date
elsewhere? I know summer is just around are very knowledgeable about what a
10. "Wow, great perfume. Is that Des- the corner, so I need help fast.
good old fashion western movie is.
Option 5: The softball fields are great
peration you're wearing?"
Sincerely,
Spring Fling
summer fun with tons of games going on.
9. "I am mature! A year ago I wouldn't
There is a variety of the opposite sex
have gone out with an ugly chick."
Dear Spring Fling,
down there catching some rays and fly
8. "After the accident with the acid the
doctor promised it would grow back."
Well, you have a few options.
balls. Don't be shy. Nobody is sober
7. "Are you sure you don't want to just
down there anyway.
Option 1: Cruise the Winona strip via
order a salad? It has a lot less calories."
Sincerely,
6. "Currently, I am unemployed. I ten-speed, roller blades or pogo stick.
Jamie Blair
spend most of my time in my parents Even better: simply call any Winona
cabby and pay the driver a few bucks to
basement building a time machine."
Jamie's Farewell:
Well, it's been a
fun year here at good
`ol Winona State, but
I am graduating.
Don't worry, I'm
passing on the torch
to a new writer for next year. You can get
a taste of the new Jamie in the letter
below. I hope you've all realized by reading my column that there are great, interesting, sexy and fun people at Winona
State. It's too bad you only got to know
me by reading this column. I wish you all
the best of luck with dating and relationships. Guys, remember girls are crazy, so
treat them that way. Girls, remember
guys are idiots so don't expect too much
out of them. Here's my last top ten:

5. "Do you want to go to my place
after this and watch Star Trek?"
4. "Yeah, this restaurant sucks, but I
wanted to use this 2-for-1 coupon up
before it expires."
3. "When we get home we can play
Dungeons and Dragons and I'll let you be
Gandar the half-elf troll.
2. "Did someone just rip ass or did you
not shower?"
1. "I think that was the second time I
got crabs.",

Blind student inspires Maine campus
BANGOR, Maine (AP) Exchanging
her white cane for Chica the guide dog
has given University of Maine student
Hope Paulos a newfound sense of freedom.
The petite, dark-haired 22-year-old
junior is the only blind student enrolled
this semester at the university, according
to school records. And while she may be
in the minority at Maine, Paulos isn't
alone.
Young people who are blind or visually impaired are continuing to post-secondary education in record numbers,
according to Karen Wolfe of the American Foundation for the Blind.
A 2004 Stanford University study

indicated that 64 percent of blind or visually impaired people are attending college or obtaining additional training, up
from 57 percent in 1992.
During the last 15 years, the University of Maine has enrolled about five totally blind students who have used guide
dogs to get around, said Ann Smith,
director of disability services, who looks
after Paulo' needs.
And many see accessible technology
as reason for the increase.
Such advancements include computer
programs or compact discs that can be
installed in home computers and read
aloud using a synthesizer. The devices
make life easier, but time is always of the

essence, Paulos said.
"Everything takes longer for me," she
said. "If for some reason the speech synthesizer doesn't work, I can't just say,
`I'll use the computer without it."
Owen Logue, dean of the College of
Education and Human Development and
Paulos' academic adviser, has known
Paulos since she was in the fifth grade
and said watching her succeed over the
years has been exciting.
"It's a wonderful testimony of her
drive. Lots of people might have given up
but she seemed to embrace challenges
and want even more," he said.

r

SEMCAC
CLINIC
Family Planning

•

Pregnancy Tests

•

Emergency
Contraceptive Pill
(The Morning
After Pill)

•

STD Screening

▪

HIV Testing

76 West 3rd Street
PO Box 61
Winona, MN 55987

(507) 452-4397
(800) 657-5121

WINONA ART CENTER SHOWING DOCUMENTARY
A showing of the ukulele docu- Slough Boys, Korder from The
mentary film "Rock That Uke" Rumble Pups, and Froseph &
will be held at 7 p.m. on May 4 at Mike Bird.
the Winona Art Center.
Ticket prices are available at
The film features local ukulele Habitat ReStore, Pieces of the
performer Casey Korder, as well Past, Green Lantern Coffeeas narration by Academy-Award house, Bluff Country Co-op and
winning actress Holly Hunter. the Blue Heron. $8 in advance,
Director
William
Preston $7 for students, and $10 at the
Robertson will make a special door.
appearance for the screening.
The art center is located at 228
As an introduction to the film, E. 5th St.
the art center will be hosting a
For more information visit rockprelude concert featuring Jack thatuke.com , rumblepups.com or
Norton, Jeff Morgan of the Beef call 507-452-4410.
BROADCASTING SOCIETY RAISES MONEY FOR TSUNAMI VICTIMS

The National Broadcasting
'This gesture by the Winona
Society at Winona State Universi- State chapter demonstrates a
ty has closed their tsunami mark of excellence and commitaccount at Merchants Bank.
ment because it exemplifies the
Through fundraising efforts, chapter's commitment to doing
the chapter raised a total of things which are more meaningful
$1,358.68 for the victims of the than just winning awards," said
tsunami in South Asia. chapter advisor, Dr. Daniel. "As a
All of the money raised will be human being, I like that."
transferred from the account to
The chapter is conducting
the Rotary Club. The Rotary Club more fundraising activities of this
will then match the amount of kind in the future.
money the chapter raised, and
directly disperse it in Sri Lanka.

$450 Group Fundraiser

auitziracis- Sunet
pa pa ra

Scheduling Bonus

Ira -TOASTY!!

4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for

Confidential, Income-Based
Services Including
•

gorging ones self with wings at
ZaZa's," Jennings said.
Wagner said his favorite thing
about WIT is how audience members
who have just come to watch finally
are motivated to participate. "There
is a big change in skill level as the
year progresses—and the humor
grows with confidence," he said.
Participation in WIT games is
open to anyone at any skill level.
Jennings said they have roughly
13 games they rotate weekly. The
most popular games include a dance
competition where the participants
must create a dance based on names
suggested by the audience and the
Ding Game, where at any moment in
a scene a person can be "dinged" and
must restate the last thing they said
until the audience is satisfied.
This week's program will include
the Dance Off finals and the final
debate for president of the association of celebrity bodyguards. Wagner
said, "This is a mock debate between
three candidates taking questions
from the audience on how to successfully run the association of celebrity
bodyguards."
According to both coordinators,
WIT is more than just entertainment.
It is also beneficial to the creative
mind and body by refining reaction,
imagination and comedic timing.
Wagner said this last show will be
bittersweet. He is sad to relinquish
his position as coordinator but hopes
this last show brings in a lot of fresh
faces to continue the tradition.

Regular or
Large Sub

your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Not Valid on Real Deal Subs
Limit one per customer. Coupon Expires 05/11/05
r

Buy a hot fudge
sundae get a
hot fudge sundae FREE

topartAlti

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR

Full Sets starting at $28.00
Fills $22.00 Pedicures $30.00
Nail Art - Free Hand $Loo per nail

Limit one per customer. Not valid with any other offer
Coupon Expires 05/11/05

on your toes!

Waxing starting at $5.00

I.

Both Locations at
1476 Gilmore Ave.
Quiznos 474-9999
Bridgeman's 474-CONE

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

(507) 454-5900

1213

Gilmore Ave., Winona, MN 55987

Debbie, Nicky & Kym
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Political thriller won't disappoint

"The Interpreter" is an intelligent, solid
political thriller that won't change your life by
any means, but nonetheless it is a satisfactory
effort from Oscar-winning director Sydney
Polack ("Tootsie," "Out of Africa").
Everyone who's been to the movies and had
to sit through the seemingly endless parade of
coming attractions has seen this kind of movie;
the kind of movie where the trailer has to mention all the Oscar winners that are involved in
the movie to give it some prominence.
"The Interpreter," starring Oscar winner
Sean Penn and Oscar winner Nicole Kidman
(Pollack is known for getting high-profile actors
in his movies), is a tough movie to review.
On one hand, there is nothing truly wrong
with it. It is a well-made and satisfactory political movie with two solid lead performances and
an involving story. In terms of movie-making
and entertainment, this is a good movie.
On the other hand, this is pretty standard

Pollack fills the movie with intrigue,
deception, mystery and suspense. He was
Movie Reviewer
Directed by
given access to shoot the film in the U.N.
Erik McClanahan
Sydney Politick
building in New York (nobody has ever
been
allowed to shoot there before) and he
Film
Cast
The Interpreter"
Nicole Kidman, Sean makes great use of the location, showing
Penn
the symmetry all throughout the building
Movie Type
and giving us a look inside what goes on at
PoliticaliThrilIcr/Mys ery
MPAA Rating
the United Nations.
PG-13: for violence
The story has to do with Kidman's
Running 'rime
and mild language
character, an interpreter for the United
128 minutes
Rating
Nations with a fishy past, stumbling on a
B
conversation that may or may not be about a
political assassination that is to take place
stuff. "The Interpreter" carries nothing original
inside the building. Penn, playing yet another
in its two hour running time, and thus it doesn't
sulking, damaged guy, is the Secret Service
really stand out as a special movie. It is nothing
agent who is put on the case to protect Kidman.
more than a studio-friendly, by-the-numbers
The movie ends in a completely satisfying
political drama that is more an exercise in satisway. Fans of this genre will not be disappointed
fying the vast majority of moviegoers than a
by what they see in "The Interpreter," but they
creative display of innovative story-telling.
won't be blown away either.
Not all movies have to be life-changing of
There you have it faithful readers, my last
course; that would be quite unrealistic of me to
review of this school year. I will back next year
expect a masterpiece every time I go to the theas your friend and faithful movie reviewer, and
atre. But the special films that we all remember
I'm sure I will love some movies and hate othare special because there is something different
ers.
about them, something we haven't seen before
Just remember, films are art and so there is
that imprints an everlasting memory in our
no such thing as a fact when we talk about art.
heads.
There is no proven fact that one movie is better
What works for "The Interpreter" is that
than the other, so we all have our opinions. No
director Pollack is not trying to break any conone person can like the same exact movies that
ventions in this genre, but instead he is using the
others do, so it is important to keep movie disfamiliar tools he himself helped create (in
cussions intelligent and respectful. You never
movies like "Three Days of the Condor") and
know, you may learn something new or find
other filmmakers created (Alfred Hitchcock
something you never noticed in a movie by liscomes to mind in this case).
tening to another person's valued opinion. In
Alfred Hitchcock's presence looms all over
any case, nobody can ever say you are wrong
"The Interpreter." Has any other filmmaker in
for liking a movie. Happy movie-watching
history had as much influence on the art of makWinona State!
ing movies as Hitchcock? I doubt it.

Idol

Continued from Page 4

but didn't receive an award for his second performance.
Along with Robinson, Jackie Bode and
David Vicchiollo's B-box performance was a
noticeable crowd pleaser,
Their fans were standing in the second row,
clapping along to the beat of the music, during
"Aint No Mountain High Enough."
Other performances consisted of a comedy
show done by Melissa Kibler and David Garrison.
The two said they had never done one before
and Kibler said she was never going to do it
again.
Other singers included Sheila Mathu,
Danette Gunther, Angela Swanson, Janey Hsu
and Ryan Ainsworth.
Brittany Droschak also sang and was accom-

panied by her guitarist Mike Majerowicz.
The event was hosted by the Black Culture
Awareness Association and after the event club
members were pleased with the turnout.
Club member Felicia Alexander, who will be
vice president next year, said she was very
happy with the turnout and with the club.
The idea came from three club members and
"then we all worked together to make this happen," she said.
Club member Sharmaine Johnson said
"everyone worked really hard" to put together
the Winona State Idol.
Ronny Fadumiye said she worked with organizing the event and found that it was much
more work that she expected.
"There was a better turnout than we expected
and we had to keep getting more chairs," she

said.
There were approximately 270 people at the
event.
The BCAA is planning a Battle of the Bands
for the fall semester and other events for the
spring of next year.
The audience members consisted of students
who wanted to support their friends and others
who came for the entertainment.
Before the show, sophomore Bria Magnuson
said she came to see Steve
Robinson and was looking
forward to the performance.
Freshman Amanda Bistodeau said she didn't know
anyone in the competition,
but "just came to see what
it's all about."

Is your future looking bright
See your weekly horoscope online at

Wi no

edu

Travel

Continued from Page 4

Heat-Moon also focuses on simple characteristics about
small communities to add interesting facts to his books.
He said he keeps lists of items, such as one of the funniest billboards, that he's noticed on his journeys.
In addition to his books, Heat-Moon described his devotion to nature and why society lacks appreciation for the
environment.
Heat-Moon himself emulated the journey of Louis and
Clark for one of his novels and despite how difficult the
trip was, he still loves the land.
He said a major problem is that most people now have
an apocalyptic perception of life, partially due to the popular "Left Behind" series by Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins.
Thanks to these books, most now think the Earth is
meant to be used up before the "end of days" arrives.
"When you have a view like this, it makes almost anything you do acceptable," he said.
Heat-Moon said Americans should stop thinking about
the end of the world and start working together because
good comes from cooperation.
He gave several examples, including one about the Erie
Canal.
He said the canal was once so polluted that if people
went in it, they would get ear infections or have sinus problems.
It's now clean enough to swim in thanks to group work
and care, he said.
Heat-Moon concluded his memorable presentation by
explaining why he writes.
He said he hopes to communicate through others with
his books, eventually building connections with readers.
Connections make people better citizens, which results
in a more civilized, productive civilization, he said.
Heat-Moon made reference to Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s "I Have a Dream Speech" and said he formed his own
philosophy based off Dr. King's words.
"I have a dream where instead of dropping bombs, we
start dropping books," he said.
Heat-Moon said he loves writing, though it is often
depressing.
"Writing is a pretty lonely, isolated profession," he said.
He also compared writers to lighthouse keepers because
both tend to "spend a lot of time staring into space."
Despite this warning, Heat-Moon was willing to offer
advice to students pursuing non-fiction writing.
He told them that keeping journals and taking notes is
important because it helps them "refine and understand
what is happening to (them)."
The most crucial step, however, is to have new experiences, he said.
"Get off campus and don't go home. That does amazing
things," he said.

Call today!
474-4000

Don't need a telephone?
You can still save money
with our 2-service
packages. Sign up now
and we'll give you one
free month of Expanded
Basic and free use of
a modem! Get Cable TV
and High Speed Internet
on one bill!

Valid through 5/05. Nine month commitment required. Free month of
Expanded will be credited in the 8th month. Major credit card required.
Not valid with any other promotional offers. Some restrictions may apply.

Se
Service
• You Can Trust!

•

•

Have an awesome summer!
From all of us here at the
•

WINONAN
•

Luxury Apartments
in Beautiful Fountain City f0rom WSU utes

Choose Your Amenities!
•Panoramic River View with Deck
•Jacuzzi Hot Tub
•Air-Conditioning
•Washer & Dryer in Unit
•Lots of On & Off-Street Parking
•Storage Areas
•Yards & Gardens Available
Cats Welcomed as Pets
•Heat Included
BongolFluffy°
(units available in Winona & Fountain City, June & August 2005)

Two Bedrooms Starting at $550.00
also three & one bedrooms (Winona units)
$325.00 Efficiencies
Available in Winona

(*BLUFF CITY PROPERTIES, INC. •
5 I 6 Main Street, Winona
(directly across from Winona State University)

Visit our listings at
www.winonastudenthousing.com
or call us today at

454-4444 or 450-3288

for the best selection of
top-quality rental properties!
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Baseball

Women's Golf

Warriors 3-4, UM-Duluth 2-5
Warriors 15-7, Upper Iowa 7-5
Warriors 3-7, Upper Iowa 4-2

5th of 12 teams at MN Small Colleges Invite

Men's Golf

2nd of 6 teams at Gustie Spring Classic
5th of 18 teams at St. John's Spring Invite

Softball

Warriors 5-13, SW Minnesota State 3-0
Warriors 8, MSU-Moorhead 2
Warribrs 9, UM-Crookston 0
Warriors 10, Northern State 0
Warriors 8, Bemidji State 0

Up Ahead

This Week in Winona

Men's Tennis

2nd of 4 teams at NCC Championships

Baseball vs. Saint Mary's, Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Baseball at SW Minn. State (4), Sat./Sun.
Baseball at UW-Parkside, Tues., 2 p.m.
Softball at S.D. State (2), Fri., 3 p.m.
Softball at Mankato Tourney, Sat./Sun.
Softball vs. UW-Steven's Point (2), Tue., 4 p.m.
Track at Drake Relays, Thu.-Sat.
Men's and Women's Golf at Regional Champ.

■ The WSU baseball team is in position to make
the NSIC Tournament on May 12-14.
■ The softball team will be at the NSIC Tournament in St. Paul, Minn., on May 6-7.
■ The track and field team will be at the NSIC
Championships on May 6-7, and a few Warriors
are likely to make it to nationals May 26-28.

Softball clinches NSIC with four wins at crossover
weekend with an 8-2 win over the
Dragons and then a 9-0 win over
Minnesota-Crookston. The next day
WSU picked up a pair of wins,
defeating Northern State 10-0 and
Bemidji State 8-0.
John Huggenvik
Jenny Stannis, who garnered
WINONAN
NSIC Pitcher of the Week honors,
threw a perfect game against NorthA season-long goal finally came ern, the first in coach Greg Jones'
to a peak when the Winona State five-year career with the Warriors.
University softball team won the
Despite the offensive flurry in
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Con- the four games, the Warriors also
ference title after players and coach- had strong pitching performances
es had set their sights on it from the from all three of their starters.
Wisniewski tossed a total of
day the preseason coaches' poll
came out.
eight innings over the weekend,
The Warriors grabbed the title allowing only four hits and one
thanks to another strong perfor- walk, while striking out seven batmance at the NSIC Crossover host- ters. Kristin Fossell threw one hitDoug SundiniWtNoNAN ed by Minnesota. State-Moorhead,
less inning, walking none.
Freshman outfielder Paige Smothers attempts sweeping all four teams they
At the plate, Sarah Carlson and
to lay down a bunt, but she ended up striking played.
Samantha Jerding each knocked
out in the at-bat Thursday at Maxwell Field.
The Warriors kicked off the home runs. Jerding's was an inside-

Winona State
allows just five
runs in a 6-0 week

the-park grand slam that came in the runs including a 12-run third inning
win over Northern, while Carlson's behind nine singles, a double and a
was of the solo variety and came in triple.
the win over Crookston.
The Warriors will finish out the
On the weekend, Carlson fin- regular season with doubleheaders
ished 6-for-12 with six runs scored against South Dakota and UWand five runs-batted-in. Jamie Ket- Stevens Point and a trip to the Mavtwig poked five hits in the four erick Invitational at Minnesota
games and scored four runs. Katie State-Mankato.
Wegner scored three times and
The Warriors are in the NSIC
brought in four runs. Brittany Roy Tournament May 6-7 in St. Paul,
had a hot weekend at the plate, fin- Minn. If they win that, they will
ishing 7-for-13 with six runs scored compete in the regional tournament.
and three RBI.
The Warriors put themselves in
the position to grab the conference
NSIC O'All
W L 3ALL
title after a sweep of last year's conference winner Southwest Minneso- Warriors 13-1 29-10
Concordia-St. Paul 10-2 31-13
ta State on Thursday.
MSU-Moorhead 8-4 22-17
Stannis pitched the entire first Wayne State
7-7
15-26
game, surrendering three runs to SW Minn. State
6-6
17-19
give WSU the 5-3 win.
Northern State
2-8
9-23
1-9
3-25
The bals came alive in the night- Bemidji State
1-11 5-38
cap and the Warriors rattled off 13 UM-Crookston

NSIC Softball

Spring Football

Two WSU
players
headed
to the NFL

Coaches, players and fans
get look at new Warriors
By Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

By Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

Two former Winona State University football players are headed
to the National Football League.
Wide
receiver
Chris
Samp and
quarterback Brian
Wrobel
have both
signed
profesSamp
sional
football
contracts
and they
will be
given the
opportunity to make
their
respective
teams.
Wrobel
After
sitting through the entire second
day of the draft at the Green Mill
Restaurant in Winona and not getting drafted, Samp and Wrobel
both received phone calls offering
them free-agent contracts.
Samp signed with the Green
Bay Packers, while Wrobel will
get his shot on the west coast with
the Seattle Seahawks under former Packers coach Mike Holmgren.
"I'm just relieved right now,"
said Wrobel, who is from Stod- 'Doug Sundin/WINoNAN
dard, Wis. "It was a really long Sophomore Drew Aber (16) gets a throw off just before Dave•Braun prewait, sitting there waiting for tends to hit him. The quarterbacks were protected in the spring game, but
Please see, Samp, Page 9

if they hadn't been, they would have been sacked six times.

The annual Winona State University
Spring Football Game gives everyone a
chance to see a little more.
For the players, it gives the younger
guys a chance to play in a game situation
and see just what Division II college
football is all about.
The game gives the coaches a
glimpse of how those inexperienced
players react under pressure and how
hard they will compete when the real
games come in the fall.
And for the fans, they get a chance to
see what their Warriors will look like in
the fall.
"We are looking for kids who
want to play
hard,"
WSU
coach
Tom
Sawyer
said.
"This is the first
chance to see
game intensity
and we get to see
Boettcher
how things happen.
"We had a good crowd today, and it
was fun to watch these kids really compete for the first time since the fall."
The biggest question mark for the
Warriors right now is who will start at
quarterback after the departure of
seniors Brian Wrobel and Ryan Eversman, both of whom played a large role
in Winona State's second straight
NCAA Playoff appearance.
The battle is between three players,
and the front-runner right now is junior
transfer Aaron Boettcher, who came to
Winona State from the Division I-AA
University of Northern Iowa.
During his time on the field, Boettcher looked like he was in control, completing 9 of 16 passes for 104 yards with
no touchdowns and no interceptions.
"This game really helps a lot,"

Boettcher said. "It gives the players an
idea of where we are and it is a good
starting block for the summer.
"We get the chances to show the
coaches that added element. Leadership
is a big thing, and this game is really our
first chance to show our leadership."
The other two competing for the job
are sophomore Drew Aber and freshman
Ian Gilworth.
Aber was 8-for-13 for 83 yards, one
touchdown and one interception.
Gilworth played with the secondstring offense and looked like a freshman, going 4-for-15 for 30 yards with
three interceptions and no touchdowns.
"Boettcher did a real nice job out
there," Sawyer said. "Aber and Gilworth
showed us some positive things, and we
are feeling good going into the summer."
The defense looked as good as
expected with eight starters back from
last year, forcing seven turnovers and
winning the game 53-41.
Points are awarded for first downs,
touchdowns, field goals, sacks,
turnovers and other statistics.
Junior defensive tackle Brendan
Meany, who wasn't a starter last year,
dominated the line, forcing and recovering a fumble on the first play of the
game. He finished with two fumble
recovers and two tackles for loss.
Three of the
four interceptions were balls
that went off a
receiver's hands,
while the fumbles are something all coaches
hate. The
defense also talAber
lied six sacks.
"This game is about as close to a real
game as we can get," assistant coach
Matt Entz said. "We get to see everything we worked on through the spring.
It puts a good finale on the spring, and it
Please see, Football, Page 9

Strong week gives baseball confidence
attempt ended the threat.
had, two stolen bases
six is exactly what they needed.
Erdall was back on the hill for the
Game
2
was
much
like
the
'first,
"This
was
a
big
weekend
for
us,
WINONAN
confidence wise," WSU coach Kyle another one-run ballgame, but the eighth frame, but it was one batter
With four wins in six games, it Poock said. "We had some prob- •Warriors were on the low side and too long, as the leadoff batter for the
Bulldogs homercd to end the game.
was a successful week for the lems, but overall, we hit the ball well lost, 5-4.
Offensively, the Warriors didn't
The Warriors entered the top of
Winona State University baseball and our pitchers did the best job
the seventh inning down by a run,
team, but none of the six games were they've done this season."
Please see, Baseball, Page 9
In Game I against Duluth, the but Brian Menard singled with two
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference games, so the Warriors Warriors played small ball, and outs to drive in Joe Korneta from
NSIC O'All
made the most of their six singles second' base to tie the game at 4-4.
remained fourth in the standings.
WL WL
Winona State split a doublehead- and three stolen bases, and edged Warrior starting pitcher Don Erdall
Wayne
State
15-3 32-10'
set the Bulldogs down in order in the
er with the University of Minnesota past the Bulldogs 3-2.
Concordia-St. Paul 11-3 22-8
Freshman Matt Ruben got the bottom of the seventh to send the SW Minn. State
Duluth, and then took three of four
10-8 16-17
start and went the distance, with nine game into extras.
from Upper Iowa University.
Warriors
7 9
18 21
In the eighth, Ryan Manske sin- Bemidji State
7-9
9-30
The Warriors entered the week strikeouts, three walks and five hits
5-11
16-21
gled to lead off the inning, but a pair Northern State
with four losses in their last six con- allowed.
Minn.-Crookston
1-13
1-29
of
strikeouts
and
a
failed
steal
Brett Schmit went 3-for-4 and
ference games, so winning four of

Dan Chies

NSIC Baseball

-

-

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Senior Brian Menard, who went 1-for-2 and
scored twice, fields a groundball in during a
twin bill against Upper Iowa on Saturday.
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On the ball...Have a great summer and Go Warriors!

Ian Stauffer
SPORTS EDITOR

There are three things that need to be
talked about this week.
First of all, a huge congratulations
goes out to Chris Samp and Brian Wrobel for signing free-agent contracts for
the National Football League.
Maybe they weren't drafted, but so
what? There are a lot of professional
athletes that didn't get drafted that have
turned into great players.
So good luck to two of the nicest
guys I have ever met and two of the best
football players I have ever watched.
I hope we all get to watch you two
play on the big stage next year.

And Samp, make sure you call and
tell me how Favre's cannon compares to
Wrobel's. And Brian, remember that
Koren Robinson and Darrell Jackson
aren't Chris Samp, so they won't catch
everything you throw at them like Samp
did.
The second thing is Upper Iowa University and the University of Mary.
Both schools recently accepted invitations to join the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, starting with the
2005-06 academic year.
The joining is bittersweet in some
ways. .
It will be nice to have a 10-team conference again for most sports, but Upper
Iowa is really tiny and no one is quite
sure how they will match up early on.
. There are about 700 students at
Upper Iowa, while Winona State has
around 8,000 students.
Some of the classes at Winona State
are almost 700 students.
I was in Fayette, Iowa, last weekend
to watch the Winona State baseball team
take on Upper Iowa, and I took a little
tour of the campus while I was there.
It's really pretty, and it reminds me a

little of WSU, only a lot smaller.
The buildings aren't as big, the campus isn't as far reaching, and the athletic
facilities hold far fewer people, but that
is to be expected.
What I liked most about Fayette and
the campus is how pretty everything
was. There was artwork and sculptures
all over campus, and the gardens were
already in full bloom with flowers
everywhere.
The gym reminded me a little of a
high-school gym, but if there were
1,000 Peacock faithful in there, it could
get pretty loud.
The softball and baseball fields are
extremely nice, and the press box at the
football field looks an awful lot like a
converted and modernized barn.
But I would personally like to welcome Upper Iowa and the University of
Mary to the NSIC and wish them both
the best of luck in the coming years.
The last thing is the athletic teams at
Winona State and what lies ahead.
Since this is the last issue of the
Winonan this year, yoU won't be able to
look here for schedules and results.
The baseball team finishes its regular

season May 8 with a doubleheader at with no seniors on the team, everyone
home against Minnesota-Crookston, should be back next year.
So anyway, have a great and safe
and if the Warriors finish in the top four,
they get to go to the NSIC Tournament summer everyone. I'll be back next year
at the top seed's field.
for one semester because I'm on the
The softball team clinched the NSIC 41/2-year plan.
regular-season title last weekend, but
And just for the record, GO BREWthe Warriors will need to win the confer- ERS!
ence tournament May 6 to 7 in St. Paul,
Ian Stauffer can be reached at
Minn., to make the regional tournament. IDStauff3770@webmail.winona.edu .
The men's golf team is headed to the
NCAA Division II Super
Regional on May 3-5 in St.
Joseph, Mo., and a win there
will send the Warriors to the
national meet May 17 to 20 in
Savannah, Ga.
No one has qualified yet,
but the track and field team
has three more meets, which
means three more chances to
qualify for nationals for all the
WSU athletes. The NSIC meet
is May 6 to 7 in Moorhead,
Minn.
Contributed Photo
Women's golf will be at the Upper Iowa University has lots of interestregionals May 2 to 3, and that ing art on campus, but none more so than
will likely be the end of the these two big, metal peacocks that welseason for the Warriors, but come visitors.

Samp

Continued from Page 8

someone to call.
"(Seattle) is supposed to call me
today, and I'll find out when I'm supposed to go out there. Rookie camp
starts Friday."
Samp, who was born and raised in
Algoma, Wis., near Green Bay, won't
have to travel far from home to get to
camp with the Packers.
"Growing up, I always watched the
Packers, so this is a dream come true,"
Samp said. "I've always dreamt of
walking into Lambeau as a player."
Samp holds every major receiving
record at Winona State, including
career and season numbers for catches
(222), yards (4,471) and touchdowns
(53). He also broke Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference records for
most touchdowns and yards in a season
and a career. Those numbers rank
Samp in the top eight for all NCAA
Divisions.
He is a two-time All-American

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Winona State pitcher Dan Burch hurls toward the plate during the
second game of a DH against Upper Iowa. Burch threw 4 2/3 scoreless innings and picked up the win as WSU came back to win 7-5.

Baseball
get an extra-base hit, and stranded nine
runners.
With temperatures in the 50s and a
hard wind blowing from left to right
Saturday, it seemed that the weather
would stifle the offense in Game 1 of a
four-game set with Upper Iowa, but the
offense clicked from the opening pitch,
and the Warriors won a wild one, 15-7.
Winona State scored in five of six
innings and Korneta was all over the
Peacocks, going 3-for-3 with three
home runs, including a grand slam, and
seven runs-batted-in.
Schmit was 3-for-4 with two runs,
two RBI and a triple, while Reggie
Stevens was 2-for-2 with a triple, two
runs and two RBI.
Winona took the 3-0 . 1ead in the first
and blew the game open with a six-run
fifth inning, capped by Korneta's basesloaded shot.
All the offense was ample support
for Josh Schultz, who cruised through
the first five innings.
Two homers off Schultz in the end
made the final score closer than it was.
Schultz finished the complete game,
struck out seven and walked none, but
gave up 12 hits.
The power died off in the second
game.
The two teams combined for just
11 hits, but no extra base knocks, and
the Warriors came back to win 7-5.
The Peacocks scored five in the top
of the second and managed to knock
Warrior starter Jade Boettcher out of the
game.
The Warriors answered with four of
their own on the bottom half of the
inning, three runs coming on a Zwack
line-drive homer to right center.
With runners on first and second
with two outs in the sixth, Schmit hit a
high popup that should have ended the
inning, but Peacocks second baseman
Tony Chavez dropped the ball, allowing
Brian Menard to score from second and
tie the game.
Mike Spaeth walked to load the

Continued from Page 8
bases and Zwack singled to'drive in two
runs and give Winona the lead for good.
Andrew Frederickson pitched a perfect seventh inning to earn his first save
of the season. Burch earned his first win
of the season.
Zwack swung the big bat for the
Warriors, going 2-for-3 with five RBI.
The Warriors split a pair with the
Peacocks on Sunday in Fayette, Iowa.
Warrior starter Brandon Hellendbrand went four solid innings in Game
1, but left trailing 1-0.
The Warriors scored two runs in the
sixth on a walk and three singles to take
the lead 2-1, but the Peacocks scored a
run in the bottom of the seventh off
WSU closer Bryan Ruff to tie game and
to send it to extra innings.
Vazquez singled in Stevens in the
eighth to give Winona the lead again,
but Tyler Warner homered off Ruff for
the Peacocks with two outs in the bottom of the eighth to re-tie the game.
The Peacocks loaded the bases off
Erdall in the ninth and Perkins struck
again, driving in the winning run.
Game 2 was all Warriors as they
rolled to a 7-2 win.
Warrior starter Matt Bowe pitched
another solid game, lasting into the
sixth inning. He struck out six and
walked two.
The Warriors scored four runs on
five hits in the sixth, highlighted by a
Korneta triple and a Vazquez double.
Ruben slammed the door with
1 1/3 perfect innings and two strikeouts.
The Warriors are back to NSIC
action this week with two doubleheaders at Southwest Minnesota State University. After a doubleheader Tuesday
at UW-Parkside, the Warriors have one
game against Viterbo University and
then finish the regular season May
7 and 8 with a pair of doubleheaders
against Minnesota-Crookston in
Winona.
The season-ending NSIC tournament is May 12-14 and will be played at
the conference champion's home field.

Football
gives us, as coaches good
starting points for picking out
which players really want to
be out there."
Senior wide receiver Bryan
Hynes had three catches for
39 yards, while Skyler Samp
had three snags for 38 yards.
Kicker Eric Kraus opened
the scoring with a 32-yard
field goal. Aber connected
with Shaun Wolf for a 35-yard
touchdown and Ellis Minor
ran in a 2-yard touchdown
before
halftime.
The
only
score
in the
second
half
was a
Wiese
5-yard

(consensus Division II All-American
for 2004) and was a 2004 Harlon Hill
Award finalist.
The Packers have a lot of receivers,
so it won't be easy for Samp.
He'll be competing with six returning players as well as two draft picks,
Texas A&M's Terrance Murphy (2nd
round, pick 58) and UCLA's Craig
Bragg (6th round, 195).
"I'm glad there will be tough competition," Samp said. "Those guys are
drafted players, so they are expected to
do better. If I play better than they do, I
will look even better because I went
past expectations."
Wrobel was dominant two seasons
.ago and started strong last year, but a
shoulder injury slowed the speedy
passer down for most of the second
half of the season.
"I wasn't able to play in any of
those postseason all-star games or anything because of my shoulder, but I've

been working out a lot since the season
ended," said Wrobel, who set a school
record with six touchdowns in a game
in 2003. "I've been running and lifting
and working to get my shoulder back
to where it was, and I am in really good
shape right now."
Only Matt Hasselbeck is guaranteed
a quarterback spot for the Seahawks.
After that, it's up for grabs after last
year's No. 2 Seneca Wallace converted
to wide receiver in the offseason.
Seattle also drafted Georgia quarterback David Green in the third round.
As for the financial issue, neither
player was sure how much they would
make on their contract, but both agreed
that it isn't important.
"It was really hectic (Sunday), but
to be honest, the money doesn't even
matter," Samp said. "We're both just
extremely happy to be where we're at
with a chance to play in the NFL. What
more could we want."

Continued from Page 8
touchdown run by Alex
Wiese.
The offense ran for just
76 yards on 29 attempts, but
projected starting halfback
Randy Spring sat out, still
recovering from a hamstring
injury he suffered before the
start of last season. Two starting offensive lineman, Caleb
Nicholson and Pete Kucharas,
also didn't play.
Carey Rottman was the
leading rusher with 26 yards
on six carries and Derek Malone racked up 21 yards on five
carries.
The Warriors open the season Aug. 27 at Truman State
University. The first home
game is Sept. 3, against
Emporia State University, the
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
team Winona beat in the first Running back Carey Rottman tries to get away
round of the playoffs two sea- from defensive end Carlton Holland. Rottman
sons ago.
ran for 26 yards on six carries in the game.

Merritt wins Gustie Classic, WSU 2nd
Justin Carrier and Troy Merritt both
took honors last week for the Winona
State University men's golf team.
Merritt won the Gustie Spring Classic in Jordan, Minn., last Monday and
Tuesday to lead the Warriors to a second-place finish with 887, two strokes
behind the winner.
Merritt finished with
212 to win the
meet, followed
by Carrier with
221 (T8th) and
Eric Loeffler
w i t h
225 (T19th).
On SaturCarrier
day and Sunday, the Warriors took fifth at the
18-team St. John's Spring Invitational
in Monticello, Minn.
Carrier was the top WSU golfer,
tying for 10th place with 148 strokes.
Merritt followed with 150 (T18th) and
Bret Toftness turned in a 151 (T22nd).
The Warriors are competing in the

NCAA Division II Super Regional State University women's golf team
May 3 to 5 in St. Joseph, Mo. The top finished fifth at the Minnesota
team from the region and the top indi- Women's College Golf Association
vidual not golfing for that team will Tournament.
qualify for the national meet.
Holly McKenzie led the Warriors
Men's tennis 2nd at NCC meet
with 176 strokes after dropping eight
SARTELL, Minn. — Ryan Zilka strokes off her Day 1 total, but she fintook first place in the No. 6 singles ished tied for 27th.
competition for the Winona State UniNikki Wilson also dropped eight
versity men's tennis team at the North strokes and tied for 31st with 178.
Central Conference Championships
The Warriors are back on the course
last weekend at Gold's Gym.
on May 2-3 for the NCAA Division II
Zilka's 7-5, 6-4, win over Dan Regional, which will be played at
Boulay of St. Cloud State University Winona's home course, Cedar Valley
kept the Huskies from sweeping all Golf Course.
nine championships.
Girolamo takes discus at St.
Zilka and teammate Will Nagel Olaf Manitou Classic
took second place at No. 2 doubles.
NORTHFIELD, Minn. — Marissa
Three other Warriors reached the Girolamo tossed her discus 139-feet, 9finals in singles competition, but Gage inches Saturday at the Manitou Classic
Davidson, Nagel and Kyle Savelkoul to take home first place for the Winona
lost and took second place.
State University track and field. team.
The Warriors took second in the
Amelia Soto added a second-place
team standings with 25 points, while in the 10,000-meter run, taking the
St. Cloud won the title with 35.
course in 38 minutes, 53.11 seconds.
Women's golf 5th at MWCGA
Lyndsey Thoma finished third in the
BECKER, Minn. — The Winona high jump at 5-3.

Lots learned, going to miss graduating editors
Sometimes there isn't an explanation for why we end up in the places we
do.
I never thought I would be a journalist.
When I first picked up the Winonan
my freshman year, I didn't know that it
would help me meet some of the most
influential people of my life. . •
After I was basically dared to apply
for a reporter position by a previous
editor, I shyly walked into the Winonan
office for the first time.
The first person I met was then Features Editor Adam Crowson. I'm still
not sure why he hired me, but a door
opened and now I am locked in.
I wasn't a good reporter. I'm sure
Adam had a few choice words for each
of my stories in the beginning. Somehow we both survived. •
Reporter Paul Sloth took over the
feature editor position and before he
left I got the pleasure of training in for

•I

Laura Gossman
FEATURES EDITOR

the position. I met current co-news editor Emily Finley who was.also training.
Her numerous crime stories always
amazed me and I looked up to her. I
always thought journalists were serious
people, but I soon found out differently.
Every Monday night for a month we

worked on the layout, but half of the
time Brian Krans and Paul were working on their jump shots. Sadly, we no
longer have the Nerf basketball hoop.
We still pass a football every once in
a while. Sports editor Ian Stauffer has
hit me on the head more than a few
times.
Reporters and editors move in and
out of the Winonan quickly. It's a fastpaced profession. I've been lucky to get
to know all of them.
Adam has taught me the meaning of
the word "No." It's the running joke.
Every time I nag him he answers with
it. We always joke about our hometowns.
Emily has kept me sane through
Monday night layout. There's been
times when I wanted to quit because I
was short stories, but she assured me I
could make it all work.
Co7news editor Anne Jungen has
been an inspiration to me. She has a

passion for journalism that few others
have. Both Anne and Emily will do
great things when they are out in the
real world. I hope we have the opportunity to meet up sometime.
I met managing editor Matt Geiger
this year. Honestly, I was scared of him.
He's a great reporter, but he's quiet.
For a journalist he is a pretty good liar.
He has played numerous jokes on me.
One night he hid my cigarettes and I
had to look for a half hour.
Our copy-editor Megan O'Connell
has always kept me on my toes. She
deserves a lot of credit for putting up
with us. At 11 p.m. the last thing I want
to see is pen marks all over my layout,
meaning I have at least another hour till
I can go home.
Whether it be her outbursts at Adam
or her wise decision to keep the fiberoptic leprechaun out of her wedding,
she is always entertaining.
Sometimes we learned more than

we wanted to know about each other.
Ian has some really raunchy burps.
Megan isn't afraid of public affection.
Ad manager Brandon Bennett would
like to "lick some guys back."
I won't lie.
The Winonan is hard work, but we
have all learned from each other.
We have also learned from fellow
students and from the individuals in our
stories. Maybe, I'm not the only lucky
one.
We'll all keep learning no matter
where we are.
Even though they are all leaving, I
find it comforting because as I write
this they are still looking over my
shoulder making my corrections.
Reach
Laura
wsu_etc@yahoo. corn

Gossman
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Dear Side Pony,
When you save up some money,
remember we need to buy a
plaque with our names on it for the
"breakroom"
-L.G.
Joe Gartner,
Thanks for the day trip to Canada
Good luck after graduation! Stay in
touch.
-Gossman
Anne,
Thanks for the great Journalism
advice this year. Good luck at
Pointer and wherever you end up
afterwards. Keep in touch!
-Gossman
Crowson,
Let's take Finley hostage and drive
to Spring Valley.
-Gossman
Matt Geiger,
What are you listening to on your
headphones?
-L.G.

Joseph MozerYou sure are one crazy boy, but you always
made me smile...even when I didn't understand half the stuff you were saying. Congrats Kid, I'll miss you!
-Lanolin
Love BugCongraulations, you did it!!!
Thanks for babysitting me all those years at
the bars! I'll miss you AND Smashley! "We'll
always have Milwaukee!" I love you!
-from your Love Noodle
To My Mafiah AKA Miss Christina Ferrise
You sure are one heck of a trooper!
I'm going to miss our goofy chats and great
nights out! Congradulations, you deserve
every minute of it! I love you!
-Brahmable
Congratulations Dr. Mozer for completing
your doctorate here for your seven year.
-Love your friends at the Winonan,
Jamie Blair: Will you marry me?
Love, Finley

Jungen: It scares me that someone as short as you has been my
Getter hall for so long
Love, Finley
LG: I'll be back next year and lunch in the caf is on
you!
Love, Finley
Winonan Staff '05 — '06: Best of luck next year!
Stay in touch, work hard, and don't shy away from
the tough stories!
Emily Finely
Be wary of the Todds in this world and their crazy
ass antics.
-Anonymous
Congratulations Megan on graduating and I'm
looking forward to spending the rest of my life with
you.
-Adam
Thanks Adam for all your help puting this darn
graduation section together. I know it was a pain in
the padden rear-end but we did it. Congratulations
on getting your first job.
Advertising Manager
B

" You'll look up and down streets.
Look' em over with care.
About some you will say:
I didn't choose to go there."
With your head full of brains
and your shoes full of feet,
you' re too smart to go down
any not-so-good street."
- Dr. Sans
Chief Adam Crowson- Editor
Its, aboot thyme. Were so prowd, of you're
righting abilitee. We no; yule gopher in you're
carear?
Love, Momma,
Randy Bob, Adrienne
Sue, Melissa Jo, Anna
Jo, Jody Jo, Crystal
Jo, Kevin Bob, Kerry
Jim, Chris Duke, awl
the yungins, the Blue
Cow, and the hole fam
damily:
Chriss,
I am going to miss you
so much, but I know
that we will NEVER lose touch.
Love,
Gwynne
Good Luck to all the graduating seniors of
Delta Phi Epsilon!!
-Gwynne
Joe, if it weren't for the good times you taught
me my freshman year, I think I may have never
made it.
-Brandon
To all the Winonan staff graduates, thanks for
all you have taught me. And thanks for putting
up with my slanted personality.
-Brandon
To the natives at Gabby's back bar that wouldn't be here with us anymore. Cheers!
-Brandon
Way to go Amanda, you did it. I love you and I
can't wait to move ahead with our lives
together.
-Ian
And to you B.M. Head, nice work and good
luck with everything ahead of you.
-Ian
I will miss everyone at WSU! Thanks for the
great memories!
-Christina Ferrise
Congrats Megan O'Connell,
-Adam's family

at
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Trust in yourself, question authority figures and you will succeed
came to Winona State in the
fall of 2002 all bright-eyed
and optimistic about the
future and what I knew I could
do.
I'm leaving Winona at the
end of this week, and I might
return someday — but unlike my
former self, I'm jaded, gilded
and cynical.
First and foremost, I think I
owe John Vivian a thank you. If
it wasn't for difficult professors
who criticize you for everything
you do "wrong," because I do
things my own way, I wouldn't
have thick skin.
I know I can handle any
amount of heat from anyone, and
I know that I'm better off than all
of you, just because I was so fortunate to put up with Vivian's
attitude for three years and not
be one of his many lemmings.
But I'm also concerned for
future students.
If there is one thing that I
learned as a student here, it's that
you should question everyone

/

Adam Crowson
EDITOR IN CHIEF

and everything.
Be cynical. Rock the boat.
Don't be afraid to make waves.
Yes, there are people that
don't like to have their ideas
questioned. Most of them are
insecure.
But there are also interest
groups on campus that are like
cults.
Instead of going around with
the mindset that whatever your
leader says is golden, find out
who you are and what morals
and beliefs you have. And mere-

ly use other people's ideas to
shape your own because
their ideas are only a perspective.
Finally, I would like to
stress the importance of setting goals and providing
yourself with the motivation
and determination to achieve
those goals.
Now this comes tough for
some people. For me, it
comes easy because I learned
at a young age that I can do
whatever I want and that I'm
the only one who can hold
myself back.
For motivation or inspiration, I recommend finding your
friends who know how to get
things done. Pick their brain.
Find out what steps they take to
do well.
And if that doesn't work, you
can always go hang out in the
lifer room in the Smaug. With
the RPSIG people. Some of them
have been at Winona State long
enough to remember when

ing with you to improve my
abilities and to gain some
insight or see things from
another perspective.
I'd also like to thank 'Jim
Armstrong, Gary Eddy,
If there is one
David Robinson and Rob
Brault. I'm an English
thing that I
minor and I had a great time
learned as a
learning what I learned in
their classes.
student here it's
Outside of the classroom,
that you should
I'd like to thank Joe Reed,
question everyone his secretaries, the general
maintenance workers in
and everything.
Kryzsko and the people who
print the Winonan at the
River Valley Newspaper
Phelps Hall was a model school. Group.
OK, I'll stop. I'd hate to be
I really think Joe Reed
bludgeoned to death with a 12- deserves some thanks. For those
sided die.
of you who don't know Joe, he
Before I close this out, I want really is a great guy who cares
to thank some people.
about students and will go out of
I want to thank Drake, Cindy, his way, unless it's the Thursday
Ron, John Weis, Ellen, Sheila, or Friday of the big UPAC conBecky and Terry for keeping it cert, to help students out
real: I enjoyed having been a part 363 days of the year.
of all your classes and/or workWhether it's two goons cam-

paigning for Joe to become the
president of the university or it's
the rest of us who think he
should just declare martial law
on Winona State and become
president, I think I speak for a lot
of student organizations when I
say working with Joe has really
made my time here at Winona
State more enjoyable and he's a
'great guy to work with.
Finally, I owe a big thank you
to the Winona Daily News,
specifically Darrell Ehrlick,
Chris Steinbach and every staff
member who has given me a
good experience as I head off for
the real world.
As for me, I'm taking a job
with George Althoff and Capital
Newspapers in Central Wisconsin. I'm looking forward to the
adventures that are sure to come.
It's been a fun three years and
I wish the best of luck to future
Winonan staffs.
Reach Adam Crowson at
adam.crowson@gmail.com

Four years later, it's time to move on Looking back on four
years of friendship...

Nvh e n
nalism and have persem y
vered through them all.
mothI've learned how to
er dropped me
be a friend and know
off at Winona
who my friends are. I
State four years
know that I've encounago, I immeditered the most incredible
ately decided I
people this world has to
was going to
offer. I've learned that
transfer home to
you can live life in a
Marquette Unismall town when you're
versity.
from a big city. I've
Anne Jungen
In the midst of
learned that sometimes,
my hysteria and
no matter how many stoCO-NEWS EDITOR
tears, my mother
ries are due the next day,
said something to me I'll never forget.
you've got to give in to your friends and
"I know you're crying hard now, but head downtown for the night.
just wait and see how much harder you'llBut most importantly. Without a
cry when you leave in four years."
doubt, I know I've learned the skills and
And now, four years later, she's right. gained the experience I need to be a sucWhoever said high school is the best four cessful news reporter.
years of your life never went to college.
Before I walk away, I have to thank
I'm forever indebted to this university first and foremost, my family and TEA,
for a lifetime of memories and lessons.
Nikki, Fin and Picha, the unbelievably
I've learned to accept criticism for my dedicated editors and reporters of the
work, for without it I'll never grow. I Winonan and the Winona Daily News,
know when you possess the determina- the beautiful ladies of Phi Theta Chi and
tion to succeed, everything else will fall all the members of our little Greek sysinto place. I've learned that though arti- tem, the Florida crew, the MCOM , profs
cles are written individually, without and all the incredible people I've met at
teamwork, the paper won't happen. I've this university — for without your undyseen the upsides and downsides of jour- ing support, encouragement, confidence,

expertise and knowledge, I wouldn't be
half the person I've become today.
All my hard work, stress and determination has paid off— I'm on my way to
Poynter, and after that, who knows.
So, with that, goodbye Winona State
— I've enjoyed the journey.
As my infamous predecessor once
said, "This is where it all began...who
knows where it will end."
Reach
Anne
aejungen@yahoo.com ..

Jungen

at

Graduation doesn't always mean leaving
it's
Well,
finally
here. After
five long years I am
gearing up for my
final finals week ever.
Part of me would
like to say that after
May 6, I will be leaving Winona forever.
However, the rest of
me doesn't like to lie.
You see, unlike
those editors who are
graduating this semester and
heading off to such interesting
and sophisticated places as the
Poynter Institute and Wisconsin, I am not going anywhere
after graduation.
That's not to say that I'm
not going anywhere in life. I
already have a job in my chosen career field, as does my
girlfriend. In other words, I'm
not leaving Winona because,
right now, I don't see the
need.
I do see the need, however,
to offer \ some parting shots
and thanks to Winona State
University.
I would be kicking myself.
if I didn't thank the following
people for everything they've
done to contribute to my education and development as a
journalist and more impor-

Matthew Geiger
MANAGING EDITOR

tantly, a person: John Vivian,
Ellen Severson, Cindy Killion, Drake Hokanson and
Yogesh Grover.
They may not know it, but
each of them have had a great
impact on my life, and when I
look back on my professors at
Winona State, those five may
not have been the most fun at
times, but they were definitely
five of the most valuable. So
once again, thanks.
There have been other people here who have meant a lot
to me; the Winonan staff,
friends from work and classmates, but I'm not going to
embarrass them or take up
page space by thanking all of
them. They know who they
are.
I also, want to thank the
people who have made things

difficult
customers
for me
deserve,
and my
they are
friends.
wrong.
Once
Without
again, I
a
doubt,
the
art wi me
won't
New Uniname
versity has
would like to
names
been the
say that after
here,
hottest
but they
issue this
May 6, I will be year. I'm
should
know
leaving Winona .going to
who
say one last
they are
time that
as well.
think it is a
I ' m
good • idea
talking
in princiabout
ple, but the
professtudents
sors who threaten their stu- and their opinions need to be
dents and call them stupid taken seriously in this and all
while at the same time offer- other university matters.
ing them no help or direction.
In other words, my parting
I'm talking about people who message to the students of
are supposed to represent stu- Winona State University is
dents, yet they ignore their this: Stay on your toes. Let
needs and insult them when your.voice be heard. If there is
they don't follow their plans something going on that you
blindly.
don't like, let people know.
The students are the back- After all, change won't come
bone of this university and if if no one demands it.
someone thinks that just
because they have tenure or
Reach Matt Geiger at
they are in a position of winonan@winona.edu .
power, that they can ignore
the students or treat them
without the respect paying

Congratulation Class of 2005!
The Winonan Staff,

Th a d
we have lost touch.
never
Although I often
heard of
look back and wonder
the Johnny
if I should have called
Holmes
and e-mailed more,
Band.
remembered birthdays,
Rumor
and generally been a
had it they
better friend, an old
were the
adage my mom has
"big thing"
always proclaimed
in Southeastcomforts me: "Many
ern Minfriends fulfill their purEmily Finley
nesota.
pose and move on,
Desperate as
whether you are ready for it
CO-NEWS EDI TOR
I was to spend
to be over or not."
every waking minute with my new
Even though Maria, Angie, Laucollege friends, I went to their show ren and I are not still close, they
at the end of freshman orientation served their purpose in my life as my
week . . . four years ago.
first college friends. I could hope for
I can still remember who I was nothing more than to have done the
with (Maria, Angie and Lauren), the same for them.
stories that were told for weeks to
So as graduation approaches, do
follow (Maria sang on-stage with the not worry about losing friends. Perband) and most importantly, that we haps some of them have simply fulhad formed an instant bond.
filled their purpose. Perhaps you
Maria and I swore to be brides- have fulfilled yours.
maids in each other's weddings. LauAs Henry David Thoreau best
ren and I gossiped over lunch daily. I summarized, "Be not simply good;
gave Angie a make-over in the dorm be good for something."
bathroom.
My friends, best of luck, both now
Maria and Lauren transferred to and in the future.
schools in Wisconsin and Illinois a
year later, and although I still see
Reach
Emily
Finley
at
Angie around campus occasionally, eafinley@gmail.com .

Compliments, dirty
looks appreciated
or the past few weeks I have
tried to write about things that
• would cause discussion and
make people think. If that has happened, that's great. If not, then I am
sorry.
This is the last issue of the year
and since I am graduating, this means
this is the last time you will read
something by me of this nature. I am
sure many of you are saying something to the effect of "thank god," or
"it's about time!" For those, that feel
that way, I will be done here soon.
I have learned a lot writing for
this paper in regards to what people
are willing to talk about. I found that
people are very uncomfortable with
talking about things that should be
talked about. I can see this by remembering the columns I wrote on abortion and the double standard society
has in relation to illicit-drug use. I
don't think I have ever caught so
much hell in my life for one of my
opinions.
All in all, I enjoyed this experience. I enjoyed walking into class
and people either saying they like it,
or looking at me like I am the biggest
jerk around. Either way, at least
they're reading it.
I thank all of you for taking time
out of your day to read my opinions.
Maybe you didn't agree all the time,
but you gave my opinion on certain
subjects the attention I feel it
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deserved.
Most of all, I want to thank my
friends who read my column every
week without wavering. You guys
wanted to know what I wrote about
and then just shook your heads after,
and sometimes all you could say is
"wow."
You guys made me search out the
good stuff that people would talk
about after they read the paper. After
all, that was the goal of this endeavor;
for more people to read this. Again,
to all the people who read my
columns, wrote me e-mails of support and complaints, yelled at me in
the bars, and scowled at me in class
and on campus: thank you. You are
the reasons I wrote this stuff.
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